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I.

INTRODUCTION
A.

Nature of the Problem.

The best explanation of a poet is to be sought in the best
poem he has -written, or in that them, -which at his touch, breaks out
into the amplest music.

There, his very self, the personality he verily

is and which, in a greater or lesser degree, subtly suffuses all that he
does, finds fittest and fullest utterancej and the utterance itself,
whether in phrase or figure, being faithful to face, bears the stamp
of inevitability which implies perfection.
'•'•'here is little doubt as to the theme which called forth the
fullness of the power of Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

It was love.

It was love in the same cosmic sense as Wordsworth's duty which pre
served the stars from wrongj and omni-present passion for the best
in all nature and in all mankind.

To Slizabeth Browning, there was

no truth nor substance save love.

It was the essence and wholeness of

her being, and it expressed itself with unrestrained prodigality in
Sonnets from the Portuguese.

Everything in her life that went before -

the beauty of her earl-- life, home among the Malverns, the whole prac
tice of her literary industry, the long years of ilness and weakness,
the heavy sorrow of the death stricken home - is taken up, sanctified and
dedicated in these poems.

These sonnets are equalled only by her life -
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in Milton's sense, they are her life."'"
Probably no living individual has a more extensive and diffuse
acquaintance with literature - that of the present day inclusive than Miss Barrett.

Although she read Plato, in the original, from

beginning to the end, and the Hebrew Bible from Genesis to Malachi,
nor suffered her course to be stopped by the Chaldenj yet there is
probably not a single good romance of the most romantic kind in whose
marvellous and impossible scenes she did not delight, over the for
tunes of whose immaculate or incredible heroes and heroines she did
weep; nor a clever novel or fanciful sketch of our own day over the
brightest pages of which she did not smile inwardly or laugh aloud,
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just as their authors themselves would have desired,.

She was so profoundly acquainted with the life of her day, and
understood and pitied its miseries and misfortunes that such is re
flected in her works.

This most distinguished artist who longed to

join a Faculty of Arts in promoting the welfare of humanity, knew also
how to frame stanzas of limp confidence in which her most intimate
emotions are revealed.

No one can read certain poems of Mrs. Brown-

ning without perceiving in them that peculiar and tender frankness
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of which only a woman's heart is capable.

-'-Sir A. ¥. Ward and A. R. Waller, "Elizabeth Browning," The Cam
bridge^ History of England, XIII (Cambridge: University Press, 19^-9)#
^Richard Hengist Home, A New Spirit of the Age, (London: Small
and Maynard, 18UU).
3Pompeo Molmenti, "Elizabeth Barrett Browning," Living Age,CCIX,
(London: Holt, 1898), p. 39.
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The spiritual strength of Miss Barrett's letters combined with
modest self-estimate, and temporary forgetfulness of her dangerous
state of health, which they were written, gives them psychological
as well as literary value in the key to which they supply to her mind
as expressed in her power.
For an evaluation of the works of this author the nature of the
problem exists in the employing of four categories of her works:
1. Sonnets
2.

The humanitarian poems

3.

The unique letters

U.

Translations

These categories are explored for merits in:
1. Content
2. Versification
The writer will develop this thesis within the framework of the
evaluative measures as listedj furthermore, the writer will attempt
to apply to the literary genres as listed, such qualitative devices
as will allow for ample exploration in the areas of content and versi
fication.
B,

Purpose of the Problem

The study proposes to evaluate the literary achievement made by
'^Townsend S. Meyer, Letters of Elizabeth Barrett Browning Addressed
to Richard Hengist Home, Prefatory Note, 1879 ed.*

u
Mrs. Elizabeth Barrett Browning in her use of the sonnet, the humani
tarian poems, the letters end translations according to content and
versification,
II,

The Hypothesis
Definitely, through evaluation there exists literary achievements

in the form of sonnets, humanitarian poems, letters and translations
in the works of Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
For the expression of the love awakened and nurtured by Robert
Browning, the author chose to use the sonnet form which allows for the
outpouring of emotionalized experiences of the author; further, she
chose to use the Italian sonnet form which has an unvarying rhyme
scheme ofabbaabba for the octave, and varying rhyme schemes
for the sestet, provided every line rhymes.
The author used several poems to show her love for mankind:
1.

The Cry of the Children
Casa Guidj Windows

3,

Aurora Leigh

U»

Poems Before Congress
Last Poems

6.

A Drama of Bxile

The poet wrote numerous aid unique letters which are available
in the Intimate Glimpses from Browning's -^etter File which is now lo
cated in the Browning Collection of Baylor University, Waco, Texas.
All of these letters have been taken into consideration by the re
searcher.
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The writer's translations include many paraphrases:
1.

On Heine

2.

On Theocritus

3.

On Apuleius

U.

On Nonnus

5.

On Hesiod

6.

On Euripides

7.

On Homer

8.

On Ancreon

IV, Significance of the Problem
This study offers the researcher an opportunity to evaluate the
literary achievements of Elizabeth Barrett Browning revealed in the
Browning Collection at Waco, Texas.

Any instructor of English should

be well versed in the art of literature wherein motivation of interest
in the study of literature YJill ensue; hence, the writer hopes that
this problem will bring increased insight into the creative ability of
the subject - Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
V.

Definition of the Terms
The writer refers the reader to the meaning of literary achievement

as is intended in this account:

Literary achievement takes into account

the act of an author's having arrived at a treatment of printed or written
composition wherein that treatment presents only accomplishment.-'
The term evaluation as used in this work means to appraise on the
basis of content and versification.^
^Franklin Meire, et. al., The Oonsolid&ted WPbster Comprehensive
Encyclopedia-Dictionary, (Chicago, Book Production Industries, Inc.,
1950), p. U25.
°Ibid., p. U63.
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VI. Delimitation
This study is limited to an evaluation of the literary achievements
of Elizabeth Barrett Browning as reflected in the Browning Collection
of Baylor University, ¥aco, Texas. All books and periodicals used in
this study are nineteenth century materials and publications. No
attempt is made to give information frcm revised sources. The sonnets,
poems, letters, and translations are authentic Victorian material. ,
most of which is kept under glass.
VII. Related Studies
In the field of related subjects, one thesis and several articles
were found discussing the literary achievements of Elizabeth Barrett
Browning.

Speaking of the motivating factor behind the creative

aspect of Mrs. Browning's genius, Beverly Joyce Rainwater writes:
To Elizabeth Browning there was no truth nor sub
stance but love. Love v?as the essence and wholeness of
her being, and it expressed itself with unrestrained
frankness in Sonnets from the Portuguese, '^he removal
of love from among Browning's themes would be, original
as she was in everything, the removal of her most ori
ginal, as well as her most massively valuable contri
bution to our literature. It would have left the poet
herself a woman without a purpose in a universe without
meaning. Love in the last resort, was the only article
in'^her creed. For these reasons, the convergence of
these two lives into unity and their most intimate
commingling ever after, have concerned the literary
critic no less than the biographer. Not that either
of the two poets, when their prentice days were over
was content to be imitative, or could possibly be con
ceived as moving in the other's manner. There was no
sacrifice of independence - there never is when the
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•union is spiritual in character and complete. They
even took precautions against influencing one another
•when a poem •was in the making. Nevertheless, what
they meant for one another was more subtle and pene
trating and pervasive than any direct and explicit
borrowing?
That same emotional quality which seems to permeate the poetry of
Elizabeth Browning seemed to have had great and lasting influence
over others for Robert C. Pitman states:
Mrs. Browning's poetry awakened in me the very
greatest and deepest interest from the time of her first
introduction to the American public as Elizabeth Barrett.
That her educational influence over me was as great as
that of ¥ordsworth, I should not like to assert, but her
emotional influence was certainly greater. She was emi
nently the religious, the Christian poet, and so she
sounded every depth of feeling. She had learned in
suffering what she taught in song, and so she won our
sympathy. She was a woman, feminine in all tastes and
feelings but masculine in breadth of her attainments
and the strength of her intellect.
In an attempt to analyze the stuff of Mrs. Browning's art as well
as her technique as an artist, LeVert writes:
.lis . The notes of Mrs. Browning's poetry are emotion,
purity, pathos, intense earnestness, sympathy with every
thing great and good, hatred of everything evil, specially
of all opression. Her want of humor, few rough and care
less rhymes, and occasional forcing of sense and phrase,
have made some critics of word and style complain, but

^Beverly Joyce Rainwater, The Brownings: A Unity, (Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Baylor University, 1953), P• tk3o
^Robert C. Pitman, "Books That Have Helped Me," The Forum, IT"
(1888), p. 607.
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students may rely on it, that to know Mrs. Browning as
she reveals herself in her works is a liberal education,
and to enter into her spirit one of the most ennobling
pursuits that man can undertake.9
VIII.

Procedure
A. Collection of Data
The writer started the collection of data with an interview

with the curator of the Browning Collection, the very eminent Dr.
E. A. Armstrong, who made the search for information very pleasantly
possible in that the collection was made available at the -writer's
convenience.

Since September, 1951, the writer has carefully read

the following material:
1. Histories:
A,

English Literature by Johnson and Browne

B«

A History of Hew England by Scherr

G,

The Victorian Era of Literature by Oliphant

D.

History of English Literature by Moody and Lovett

E.

The Cambridge History of English Literature
Brief Biographies by Smiles

2.

Dictionary information concerning Elizabeth Barrett
Browning:
A.

Dictionary of National Biography by Richie

B.

A Dictionary of English Authors by Sharp

^•

The Consolidated Webster C omp r eh ens ive
Encyclopedia by Meine

•Letters:
A.

Letters of Mrs. Browning to Richard Hengist Home

B.

Letter to Robert Browning

G.

To Ellis Yarnall

D.

To Miss Hawosth

E.

To Henry G. Orley

F.

To James E. Fields

G.

To Mrs. S. B. Shaw

H.

To John Foster

I.

To Sara Hernell

J.

To W, H. Thompson

Books s
Twelve books, as listed in the bibliography, of
Mrs. Browning.
Articles:
A.

The Christian Examiner
National Quarterly Review
The Methodist Quarterly

D.

Lippincott's Magazine

E*

Atlantic Monthly

F.

Traits Edinburgh Magazine

G.

St. James Magazine

H.

Cornhill Magazine

I.

Nation
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J. The Journal
K. New Eclectic
L. Living Age
M. Boston Review
N. Eclectic Review
0. The Forum
P. Harper's Magazine
Q. Scribner's Monthly
R. Victoria Magazine
S. Edinburgh Review
6. Translations:
A. Paraphrases of Heine
B. Paraphrases of Theocritus
C. Paraphrases on Cysuleius
D. Paraphrases on Nonnus
E. Paraphrases on Hesiod
F. Paraphrases on Euripides
G«

Paraphrases on Homer

H. Paraphrases on Anacreon
In the procedure the writer explored the histories to become ac
quainted with the economic, social, political and industrial conditions
and changes since these are often reflected in the \vorks of writers.
The dictionaries provided definitions and status imoortj the letters ex
plained the author's content and style, and in some instances, gave
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pertinent reflections of the mood and emotional experiences of the poet
herself. The translations were observed not only for possible varia
tions in style and versification but also for the possible influence
that these might have exerted in the works that were creative out-growths
of the experiences of the poet.
B. Analysis of Data
Upon reading the entire Elizabeth Barrett Browning collection,
the writer evolved four categories that presented achievements with
which this study is concerned.
1. The use of the sonnet as in Sonnets from the Portuguese
brought out the fact that firs. Browning has attained the rank of being
one of the three great exponents of the sonnet form. The easily scanned
XLIII Sonnet from the sequence is a thing of real beauty. The versifi
cation and content make it beautiful.
How do I love thee? Let me count the ways.
I love thee to the depth and breadth and height
My soul can reach, when feeling out of sigjit
For the ends of Being and ideal Grace.
I love thee to the level of every day's
Most quiet need, by sun and candlelight.
I love thee freely,as men strive for Right
I love thee purely, as they turn from Praise
I love with the passion put to use
In my old griefs, and with my childhood's faith.
I love thee with a love I seemed to lose
With my lost saints — I love thee with the breadth,
Smiles, tears, af all my lifej — and, if God choose,
I shall but love thee better after death.
2. The Cry of the Children shows a very marked expression of the
humanitarian element in Mrs. Browning's poetry. It is really an intense
indictment against a nation that would allow itself to advance by
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by exploiting its children.
Mrs. Browning's interest in the political scene of her day is re
flected in Gasa Guidi Windows in which she expresses her concern in
the struggle of Italy to shake off her bondage to Austria.
In Aurora Leigh is seen the influence of a great novel -writing
age.

It is a versified novel of modern English life, with a social

reformer and humanitarian, of aristocratic lineage for hero, and a
poetess, in a large part a reflection of Mrs. Browning's own person
ality, for heroine.
The poet's interest in her adopted home, Italy, plus her interest
in the social conditions of Italy is reflected in Poems before Congress.
Moreover, the poem expresses her belief in the ability of Napoleon III
as a leader.
That questions £f public concern were ever foremost in Mrs. Brown
ing's mind is exemplified in Last Poems.
No other work of the poet so typifies man's struggle with life than
does In a Drama of 'Exile.

Using Adam and Eve as subjects, and their

expulsion from paradise as the incident, the poet bemoan's man's fate
when he faces life itself; in addition, she extols the action of Eve
through her self-sacrificing love, and this self-sacrificing love be
comes the paramount theme.
The letters by Mrs. Browning have become parts of many books as
well as a joint portion of the Browning Letters.
The translations from classical writers revealed the poet's varied
talents, and further added many laurels to the attitudes concerning her
intellectual ability.
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C. Evaluation of Data
1. The writing of an Italian sonnet is a literary achievement;
the Sonnets from the Portuguese are such an attainment. Long in speak
ing of Mrs. Browning's competence with this literary type says:
These sonnets reach the highest poetic tide of her
genius, the modest abandon of a heart overflowing with
tenderness and that surprise of delight as of the primal
creation, which the true poet finds in each new thing
that meets his sight and experience, but still more
strongly in what was almost in this particular case a
resurrection from the dead.9
2. The treatment of the theme of humanitarianism is a literary
achievement; that love of mankind was expressed by Mrs. Browning in:
A. The Cry of the Children
B. Casa Guidi Windows
c. Aurora Leigh
D. Poems before Congress
E. Last Poems
F. A Drama of Exile
3. "When letters have noted import and become published in
reputable places, they are possessed with literary achievement; Mrs.
Browning's numerous letters represent such literary achievement.
U. The evoking of literary genius as expressed in Engravings
of Ancient Gems related vivid pictures in numerous paraphrases.

This

evaluative measure of translation expresses a dual purpose; the charac
terization of those good qualities which make for good literature must
^William J. Long, English Literature, (Boston: Ginn and Company,
), pp. 8.9

lU
be evolved; the employment of figures of speech and their phraseologymust be standard.
Long, in an attempt to place literature in its proper perspective
with relationship to life, writes:
Literature is the expression of life" in words of truth
and beauty; it is the written record of man's spirit,of his
thoughts, emotions, aspirations; it is the history and the
only history of the human soul. It is characterized by its
artistic, its suggestive, its permanent qualities. Its two
tests are its universal interest and its personal style. Its
object, aside from the delight it gives us, is to know man,
that is, the soul of man rather than his actions; and since
it preserves to the race the ideals upon which all our civi
lization is founded, it is one of the most important and de
lightful subjects that can occupy the human mind.iO
Though in any evaluation of Elizabeth Browning's poetry one would
take into account the techniques of versification, further evaluative
measures take precedence in twenty distinct qualities in the writings
of Elizabeth Barrett Browning; hence, the writer proposes to express
the following qualities in the ensuing

resumes:

1.

Humanitarianism

2.

Love protest and ecstatic love

3.

Distinction of utterance

k.

Purity of spirit

5.

Originality of conversation

6.

Consistency of trend

7.

Entreating pathos and moral love

8.

Intense imagery

^•%illiam J. Long, English Literature, (Boston: Ginn and Company,
)> PP. 8 , 9 .
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9.

Thrilling energy of thought

10.

Lofty idealism

11.

Poetical vitality

12.

Command monologue

13.

Scholarly and legible letters

lU.

Freedom from sentimental ism

15.

Poetry of pure reason

16.

Feminine tastes and feeling vs. masculine breadth
of attainment and strength of intellect

17.

Consistency of treatment

18. Solid fabric of intellectual strength
19.

Masterly attack of composition

20.

Validity of subjectivity

CHAPTER II
THE NINETEENTH CENTURY: THE VICTORIAN ERA
General Characteristics of Victorian Literature

The literature of the long reign of Victoria (1837-1901) pre
sents the features natural in an era of great social change and in
tellectual advancement.

Never before, not even in the troubled 17th

century, had there been as rapid and sweeping changes in the social
fabric of the English-speaking races; and never before had literature
been so closely in league or openly at war, with the forces of social
life. Among the many circumstances making for change, the chief one
was the growth of democracy.

The Reform Bill of 1832 placed the po

litical power of England in the hands of the Middle Class, and since
that date, there has been a gradual extension of the suffrage to the
working classes. "With the growth of democracy went the spread of popu
lar education, and a great increase in the number of readers of books.
A vast body of people who heretofore had little or no access to litera
ture were reached by it, and in turn influenced its character. Almost
all the great Victorian writers have been absorbed in the attempt to move,
instruct or inspire the huge unleavened mass of society.

The astonidi-

ing development of the mechanical arts and of commerce, while it had in
creased the comforts of living, led to an absorption in material interests
against which nearly every great writer has lifted his voice in protest
and warning.

The discoveries of science threw into the world a multi

tude of conceptions of the most revolutionary kind, unsettling many of
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the old bases of religious belief, and affecting literature in number
less -ways.

Along -with these causes of change: there has gone, also, a

restless search after some new form of society, or some modification
of the old forms, by which the claims of all men to life and opportuni
ty should be met.

Social unrest is the great distinguishing feature

of the Victorian Era, and the demand for social justice has colored,
in one way or another, the whole thought of time.
Its Social Purpose
It follows from all this that the most striking characteristic of
Victorian literature is its strenuousness, itsconscious purpose.

Both

poets and prose writers have worked under the shadow and burden of con
scious social responsibility.

Almost all of them have been makers of

doctrine, preachers of some crusade, or physicians offering some cure
for man's perplexities and despairs.

Instead of the light-hearted in

terest in life which the Elizabethans show, instead of the transcen
dental dreaming of the generation of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelly and
Keats, we find as the prevailing mood, an earnest and often troubled
facing of the issues of life, which are recognized to be momentous.
Its Romanticism
Though the serious facing of life prevailed, the romantic impulse
persisted.

There are some minor reversions to classicism, but, taken

largely, literature continued to be romantic, in the novelty and vari-
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ety of its form, in its search after undiscovered springs of beauty
and truth, and in its emotional and imaginative intensity.

Especially

is this romantic impulse seen in the effort to bring to light the un
usual and surprising elements in real and commonplace things, to
startle men out of their acceptance of such things as typical and con
ventional. Even in its realism, the age has been, on the -whole, ro
mantic.

In fact, the -whole literaiy effort of the Victorian age may be

conceived of as an effort to the masses of men whose sources of romantic
feeling, in the early part of the century, was known only to a few
privileged souls."1"
Historical Summary
Amid the multitude of social and political forces of this great
age, four things stand out clearly.

First, the long struggle of the

Anglo-Saxons for personal liberty is definitely settled, and democracy
becomes the established order of the day.

The king, who appeared in

an age of popular weakness and ignorance, and the peers, who came with
the Normans in triumph, are both stripped of their power and left as
figureheads of a past civilization.

The last vestige of personal govern

ment and of the divine right of rulers disappears; the House of Com
mons becomesthe ruling power in England, and a new series of reform
bills rapidly expend the suffrage, until the whole body of English people
%. A. Taine, Notes of England, (London, Macmillan, 1872),pp. 3UO-3&5>»
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choose for themselves, the men -who shall represent them.
Second, because it is an age of democracy, it is an age of popu
lar education, of religious tolerance, of growing brotherhood, and of
profound social unrest.

The slaves had been freed in 1833, but in the

middle of the century England awoke to the fact that slaves are not
necessarily Negroes, stolen in Africa to be sold like cattle in the
market place, but that multitudes of men, women, and little children
in the mines and factories were victims of a more terrible industrial
and social slavery.

To free these slaves also, the unwilling victims

of our unnatural competitive methods has been the growing purpose of
the Victorian Age until the present day.
Third, because it is an agejof democracy and education, it is an
age of comparative peace.

England begins to think less of the pomp and

false glitter of fighting, and more of its moral evils, as the nation
realizes that it is the common people who bear the burden and the sor
row and the poverty of war, while the privileged classes reap most of
the financial and political rewards.

Moreover, with the growth of

trade and of friendly foreign relations, it becomes evident that the
social equality for which England was contending at home belonged to
the whole race of men; that brotherhood is universal, not insular;
that a question of justice is never settled by fighting, and that war
is generally unmitigated horror and barbarism.

Tennyson, who came of

age when the great reform bill occupied attention, expresses the ideals
of the Liberals of his day who proposed to spread the gospel of peace,
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Till the war-drum throbb'd no longer, and the battle flags
were furled
In the Parliament of Man, the Federation of the world.
Fourth, the Victorian Age is especially remarkable because of
its rapid progress in all the arts and sciences and in mechanical
inventions. A glance at any record of the industrial achievements
of the nineteenth century will show how vast they are, and it is
unnecessary to repeat here the list of the inventions, from spinning
looms to steamboats, and from matches to electric lights.

All these

material things, as well as the growth of education, have their in
fluence upon the life of a people, and it is inevitable that they
should react upon its prose and poetryj though as yet we are too
much absorbed in our sciences and mechanics to determine accurately
their influence upon literature. When these new things shall by
long use have become familiar as country roads, or have bden re
placed by newer and better things, then they also will have their
associations and memories, and apoem on the railroads may be as
suggestive as Wordsworth's sonnet on Westminister Bridge, and the
busy, practical TO rkingmen who today throng our streets and fac
tories may seem, to a future and greater age, as quaint and poetical
as seem to us the slow toilers of the Middle Ages.
With the sources of democracy, social unrest, the ideal of peace
and active engagements in arts and sciences as the spirit of the age,
^William J. Long, English Literature, (Boston:
), PP. U53-U5U.

Ginn and Company,

the writer finds the author's works truly specimens of this age.
detailed account follows in the computative evaluation.

CHAPTER in
MRS. BROWNING1S "WORKS
One of the most perfect short poems of Robert Browning is addressed
to his wife, Elizabeth Barrett Browning (1806-1861).

"One More "Word"

as the poem is known is a counter tribute to her most perfect work,
the Sonnets from the Portuguese, which contains the record of her
courtship and marriage.

Her early life was shadowed by illness and

affliction, and her early poetry ("The Seraphim,11 (1838) and "Poems"
(I8I4U) shows in many places the defects of unreality and overwroughtt
emotion natural to work produced in the loneliness of a sick chamber.
The best known of these early poems are perhaps Lady Geraldine' s
Courtship, which perhaps was written under the influence of Tennyson's
idylls, and The Cry of the Children which voices the humanitarian pro
test against the practice of employing child-labor in mines and fac
tories. After her marriage and removal to Italy her health improved,
and her art was greatly strengthened*
Mrs. Browning was deeply interested in the Italian struggle to
shake off the Austrian bonds, and this interest is reflected in Casa
Guidi Windows which was published in 185>1.
In 1856, appeared her most ambitious work, Aurora Leigh which
mirrored the influence of a great novel-writing age.

It is a versi

fied novel of modern English life with a social reformer and humani
tarian of aristocratic lineage for a hero, and a young poetess, in
large part a reflection of Mrs. Browning's own personality, for a
heroine.

The novel attempts to perform in verse, the same social
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function which Dickens, George Eliot, Kingsley and others strove to
perform in prose.

The interest in public questions also appears in

Mrs, Browning's Poems before Congress (i860), and in her Last Poems

(1862).
The Sonnets from the Portuguese (185>0) are among the noblest lovepoems in the language, taking rank with Shakespeare's Sonnets and Rossetti's House of Ljfe as one of the three great English sonnet-cycles.
Mrs. Browning's technique is uncertain, and she never freed her
self from her characteristic faults of vagueness and unrestraint.

But

her sympathy with noble causes, the elevation and ardor of her moods
of personal emotion, and the distinction of her utterance at its best,
outbalance these negative considerations.

She shares her husband's

strenuousness and optimism, but she speaks always from the feminine
vantage-ground.

Her characteristic note is that of intimate, personal

feeling, even Casa Guidi Windows has been aptly called, "a woman's lovemaking with a nation.
Mrs. Browning wrote for the New Monthly Magazine and others*.
One of her contributions includes the article to "Athenaeus," in
Y)

the July 1, 1837 edition, another includes "Contribution to Finden's
Tableau," which was made dturing the same year. Scholarly as the
writer was, she translated Prometheus, but five years later she re-did
the selection.

Prometheus was Titan, who stole fire out of heaven

for the benefit of mankind.

For his crime he was chained by Jupiter

to a rock on Mount Caucasus where an eagle kept tearing at his liver
—

—

—

J. A. Scherr, History of English Literature, (London: Macmillan
Company, I87U), p. 2W.
~
' ""
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until he was rescued by Hercules.
Her frequent trips via Paris and Italy, Rome, Florence, and then
to Paris and London made an inviting environment for writing.

Obser

vation was made by Mrs. Browning and as observant as she was, she
got goy out of every event and each event became an occasion.

2Sherr,

op. cit., pp. 260-76

2

CHAPTER IV

PUS. BROWNING AND HER LOVE PQEM3
The story of the Brownings is one of the strangest love stories
of literature. Elizabeth Barrett was a thirty-: one year old invalid
when Robert Browning, six years younger than she, stormed impetuously
into her life. While she was already a well-known author; he was a
rising but scarcely recognized poet.
Born in Durham, March 6, 1806, the eldest of eleven children,
Elizabeth was extraordinarily precocious.

She read Greek at eight;

at twelve she wrote an "epic" in four books, The Battle of Marathon,
which her father had printed.

At fifteen she injured her spine,

either by a fall from a horse or by a strain caused by tightening the
saddle girths.

A persistent cough kept her confined in London with

occasional visits to the seashore.

The death of a beloved brother by

drowning and her father's jealous possessiveness plunged her into
solitariness; she seemed destined for a life of shrouded invalidism."'"
Her father, Edward Moulton Barrett, has been pictured as a cruel
and almost tyrannical parent. In the popular play, The Barretts of
Wimpole Street, he is presented as a villain, violent and even vindi
cative, a man from whom his children shrank in fear and who commanded
their obedience but not their love.

The disciples of Freud have made

much of a subconscious incestuous attachment and have rung changes on
"Kj. A. Scherr, History of English Literature, (London:
millan Company, IS?!;), pp. 2~UC), 261.
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the paradox of fascination and fear, of loving and loathing.
Elizabeth Barrett>,

But

oldest child and favorite daughter, was not, as

we might be led to believe, revolted by her father" s love.

She re

turned his affection not only with the unreckoning simplicity of a
2
child but with the full understanding of a constant companion. A
collection of her poems carried this straight forward tribute by way
of dedication:
DEDICATION
TO MX FATHER
When your eyes fall upon this page of dedication,
and you start to see to when it is inscribed, your first
thought will be of the far off when I was a child and
wrote verses, and when I dedicated them to you, who were
my public and my critic. Of all that such a recollection
implies of saddest and sweetest to both of us, it would
become neither of us to speak before the worldj nor would
it be possible for us to speak of it to one another, with
voices that did not falter. Enough, that what is in ny
heart when I write thus, will be fully known to yours.
And my desire is that you, who are a witness how if
this art of poetry had been a less earnest object to me,
it must have fallen from exhausted hands before this day, that
you, who have shared with me in things bitter and sweet,
softening or enhancing them every day that you, who hold
with me over all senses of loss and transiency, one hope
by one name, may accept the inscription of these volumes,
the exponents of a few years of an existence which has
been sustained and comforted by you as well as given.
Somewhat more faint-hearted than I used to be, it is my
fancy thus to seem to return to a visible personal de
pendence on you, as if indeed I were a child againj to
conjure your beloved image between myself and the public,
so as to be sure of one smile, and to satisfy my heart
while I sanctify my ambition, by associating with the
great purpuit of my life, its tenderest and holdest
affection.
Your
E. B. B.3
2Ibid.,

pp. 262-263

3 Loc. 6it
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It might be surmised that this dedication was a youthful quid
pro quo, the filial repayment of a girl just out of her teens, but
this is far from chronological fact.

The volume that contained this

acknowledgement of glad dependence, loyalty and admiration was pub
lished in 181|1|., when Elizabeth Barrett was thirty-eight years old.
Just a year later Robert Browning was brought to her home.
was already in love with her, even before he saw her.

He

She had praised

some of his lines in a poem, Lady Geraldine' s Courtship, and his first
letter to her began, "I love you, too."

In spite of her father's dis

approval, the young poet practically forced his way into the

for

bidden house, courted Elizabeth swiftly and tempestuously, and chal
lenged the very authority of her father.

To counteract Browning's

growing influence, Mr. Barrett made plans to move the entire family
to the country.

Browning was now aroused to act; on September 12,

I8I4.6, he persuaded Elizabeth to slip from the house and marry him
secretly in Marylebone Church.

A week later, accompanied only by

her maid, Wilson, and her dog Flush - the pet spaniel given to her by
her friend Mary Russell Mitford, author of Our Village, the married
poets crossed the channel, passed to Paris, to Pisa, and finally to
Florence where they began a new life.
In Italy Mrs. Browning made an almost miraculous recovery. In
spite of a frail body, she grew almost robust; at forty-three, she
gave birth to a son.

Husband and wife luxuriated in climate which

gave them energy as well as happiness,
dustrious idyll.^

^Scherr, Op. cit., p. 269

~~

Theirs was a long and in
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Although the body of her work is scholarly to the point of
solemnity, it is enlivened and warmed by a pervasive sentiment.

Time

and again she gives us glimpses of her youth and its surroundings.
Her poem "The Pet-Name" tells of a diminutive given to her in her
childhood by her brother, although the name itself (the contraction
"Be") is never given.

She was a tiny person; "I am little, and like

little things," she said, referring to her collection of miniature
books, and she retained her fondness for the abbreviated pet-name
through her life.

When Browning used it after their marriage, she

wrote, "I am glad you do not despise my own name too much, because
I never was called Elizabeth by anyone who loved me at all." She
enlarged upon the theme in sonnet XXXIII in Sonnets from the Portuguese.5
Her love for her pet-name is expressed in the following poem:
THE PET-NAME
I have a name, alittle name,
Uncadenced for the ear,
Unhonored by ancestral claim,
Unsanctified by prayer and psalm
The solemn fort anear.
It never did to pages wove
For gay romance, belong.
It never dedicate did move
As "sacharissa," unto love
"Orinda," unto song.
Though I write books, it will read
Upon the leaves of none,
And afterward, when I am dead,
Will ne'er be graved for sight or tread
Across my funeral stone.
r

;
——
J. A. Scherr, History of English Literature, (London:
millan Company, 18U7), pp. 27)9-273.
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This name, whoever chance to call,
Perhaps your smile may win.
May, do not smile I mine eyelids fall
Over mine eyes, and feel withal
The sudden tears within.
Is there a leaf that greenly grows
Where a summer meadow bloom
But gathered the wintersnows,
And changeth to the hue of those,
If lasting till they come?
Is there a word, or just, or game,
But time encrusteth round
With sad associate thought the same?
And so to me my very name
Assumes a mournful sound.
IJ&r brother gave that name to me
When we were children twain;
When names acquired baptismally
Were hard to utter as to see
That life had any pain.
No shade was on us then, save one
Of chestnuts from the hill
And through the word our laugh did run
As part hereof. The mirth being done
He calls me by it still.
May, do not smile I I hear in it
What none of you can hear!
The talk upon the willow seat,
The bird and wind that did repeat
Around, onr human cheer.
I hear the birthday's noisy bliss,
My sister's woodland glee,
My father's praise, I did not miss,
When stooping down he cared to kiss
The post at his knee.
And voices, which to name me, aye
Their tenderest tones were keeping!
To some I never more can say
An answer, till God wipes away
In heaven those drops of weeping.
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!<y name to me a sadness wear;
No murmurs cross my mind;
Now God be thanked for these thick tears,
Which show, of these departed years,
Sweet memories left behind I
Now God be thanked
With love which
Now God be thanked
Which is so tender
Earth's guerdon

for years enwrought
softens yet I
for every thought
it has caught
of regret I

Earth saddens, never shall remove,
Affections purely given;
And e'en that mortal grief shall prove
The immortality of love,
,
And brighten it with Heaven#
Flush was an important member of the household.

Never could

Elizabeth forget his almost human devotion to her when she lay ill
and weak and "he watched beside a bed, day and night unweary."

"To

Flush, My Dog" is a loving eulogy to a "gentle fellow-creature" and
"sportive friend."

As Elizabeth herself wrote in an unusually sprightly

note:
The Flushes have their laurels
Caesars; the chief difference (at
head and front of it) consisting,
bald head of the latter under the

as well as the
least the very
perhaps, in the
crown.?

Often sentiment and humor are combined in a kind of mock-classi
cism.

A sonnet entitled"Flush or Faunus" compares the golden-eyed

little spaniel to the shaggy-coated God of the Arcadian woodlands.
Mrs. Browning's mood had been a somber one, when suddenly a drooping
ear flapped across her face to dry her tears and change sadness to
O
pleased surprise.

J. A. Sherr, History of English Literature, (London: Macmillan
Company, 187U), pp. 270,271.
^Ibid., p. 27?
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Elizabeth's love was a combination of tenderness and veneration,
humility and idolatry. literature is rich in the outpouring of pas
sion, but no woman had ever expressed her affection more warmly and
more poignantly than Mrs. Browning's

Sonnets from the Portuguese do.

These sonnets were written secretly with no thought of publication.
According to the English Critic, Edmond, Gosse, who heard the story
from Browning himself, the sonnets were made known t© her husband in
the following manner;
Their custom was, Mr. Browning said, to write along,
and not to show each other what they had written. There was
a rule which he sometimes broke through, but she, never. He
had the habit of working in a downstairs room, where their
meals were spread, while Mrs. Browning studies in a room on
the floor above. One day, early in 13U7, their breakfast
being over, Mrs. Browning went upstairs while her husband
stood at the window watching the street till the table should
be cleared. He was presently aware of someone behind him,
although the servant was gone. It was Mrs. Browning, who
held him by the shoulder to prevent his turning to look at
her, and at the same time pushed a packet of papers into
the pocket of his coat. She told him to read that, and to
tear it up if he did not like it; and then she fled again to
her ovm room. Mr. Browning seated himself at the table and
unfolded the parcel. It contained the series of sonnets
which have not become so illustrious. As he read, his emotion and delight may be conceived. Before he had finish
ed it was impossible for him to restrain himself ... he
rushed upstairs, and stormed that guarded citadel. He was
early conscious that these were treasures not to be kept
from the world. 'I dared not reserve to myself,' he said,
'tis the finest sonnets written in any language since
Shakespeare's.9
The sonnets were highly personal; they were the very record and
chronicle of Elizabeth's betrothal. Although her husband urged her to
9
———
J. A. Sherr,. History of English Literature, (London:
Company, 187U), p. 277.
~
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give them to the world, she was loth to consent to publication,

final

ly her friend, Maiy Russell MLtford saw the series and persuaded their
author to let her put them through the press .1<">
The title was something of a mystery; it was a modes, and mis
leading attempt to conceal the confessions of an impassioned heart.
The poems were obviously not translations; the title was merely one
more taken of domestic intimacy.

At first Mrs. Browning suggested

"Sonnets translated from the Bosnian, but the title finally chosen
was another homage to Browning; it was an acknowledgement of her hus
band's playful way of calling her his own little Portuguese because
of her ©live skin.
The theme of eestatic love which swells throughout the Sonnets
from the Portuguese is supplemented in "Life and Love," Question and
Answer," "Proof and Disproof,""Denial," "Inclusions," and "insuf
ficiency." All of these are intensely intimate expressions of Eliza
beth's emotions during her rapt meeting with Browning.

He on his part

returned her single devotion with unfaltering steadfastness.
Although Elizabeth lived until the age of fifty-five, Mr. Barrett
never forgave her.

He left her letters unopened; he forbad the family

to mention her name.

He nursed an intense and accumulating hurt.

That

she had become a wife and mother made no difference; to him she was
always the wayward child who had not only defied him but wounded him
deeply, a heartless and rebellious runaway."1"1

10 Ibid»j

11

P- 277

Ibid., p. 276
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In no other work of Elizabeth Barrett Browning is the theme of
her all enveloping and highly intensified love for her husband ex
pressed so clearly as in Sonnets from the Portuguese.

While the sonnets

express her highly emotional state, there is also revealed, some ele
ment of emotional saneness in this passion.

An examination of sonnet

XIV reveals that passions
If thou must love me, let it be for naught
Except for love's sake only. Do not say
"I love her for her smile — her look — her way
Of speaking gently — for a trick of thought
That falls in well with mine, and certes brought
A sense of pleasant ease on such a day" —
For these things in themselves, beloved may
Be changed, or change for thee — and' love, so
wrought
May be unwrought so.
Neither love me for
Thine own deap pity's wiping my cheeks dry —
A creature might forget to weep, who bore
Thy comfort long, and lose thy love therebyI
But love me f©r love's sake, that evermore
Thou mayst love on, through love's eternityl2
The reader can easily see that this is the utterance ©f a poet who .
has some knowledge of the many things on which love may be based.

Further,

the fact is evident that such was net type of love the poet desired.
Compare sonnet XIV which cries out for a love that is based on some
union of the souls to the following lines from sonnet VII which ex
presses the poets feeling when she realizes that she is in loves
The face of all the world is changed, I think,
Since first I heard the footsteps of thy soul
Move still, oh, still, beside, as they stole
-^Elizabeth Barrett Browning, The Poetical dorks of Elizabeth
Browning, (London: Hurst and Company, lb5'b), p. 161;

3h
Betwixt me
Of obvious
Was caught
Of life in

and the dreadful outer brink
death, where I, who thought to sink,
up into love, and taught the whole
a new rhythm. . . . 13

Lady Geraldine's Courtship which served as the vehicle for the
meeting between Mrs. Browning and her husband, shows this same concern
for love, but note the lack of the personal interest in love as a very
real and moving factor to be indulged in by ordinary people.

The poet

seems to feel that the theme of love should be reserved for and become
the exclusive property of the poet as a creative artist.

She writes,

1 Let

the poets dream such dreaming!
Madam, in these British Islands,
'Tis the substance that waves ever,1
'Tis the symbol that exceeds;1
Soon we shall have nought T6ut symbol!
And for statues like this Silence
Shall accept the rose's image —,
In another case, the Treed's. Ill
From the examples herein presented, there may be noted a change
in attitude toward the theory of love; th?s change is represented in
*

the changing conceptions of what love is, and how it affected the poet
through her meeting and subsequent union with Robert Browning.

^•^Ibid., p. 16$,
abid., p. 3Ul.

CHAPTER V

MRS. BROWNING AND HER WORKS OF PROTEST

The rise of Victorian commercialism during the middle of the 19th
century brought with it great changes in the improvement ef economic
and social life. For almost all people, the daily round of life be
came different. Signs of the changing times were in greatest evidence
among the poor laboring class. Conditions arising from this change
became the subject which many writers chose to point up, and Eliza
beth Browning hastened to fill her niche among writers of social and
political protest.
Legislation designed to improve the conditions of the working classes
was abundant, but that legislative act which affected our subject most
was "The Factory Act" which set forth the conditions under which chil
dren might be employed. Although the "Factory Act" did improve the
working conditions for the child, it failed to eliminate altogether those
traits that were definitely undesirable. As an outcry against condi
tions tantamount almost to slave conditions, Elizabeth Browning -wrote
The Cry of the Chiliren . In connection with this, George Sampson
writing in The Concise Cambridge History of English Literature says,
"It is right to remember that the first and fiercest exposure of the
price paid for Victorian Commercialism came from a woman poet writing
seven years after the accession of the Queen."-1In The Cry of the Children, the poet protests the practice of

^Sampson, p. 709.
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child labor in the nines and factories:
"Hew long," they say, "how long, 0 cruel nation
Will you stand, to move the worl, on a child's
heart
Stifle down with a mailed heel its palpitation,
And tread onward to your throne amid the
mart
Our blood splashes upward, 0 gold-heaper,
And your purple shows your pathl
But the child's sob in the silence curses deeper
Than the strong man in his wrath.2
Gasa C-uldi Windows expresses the concern of Mrs. Browning over
the struggles of Italy to shake off her Austrian bondage.

It contains

the impressions of the writer upon events in Tuscany of which she was
a witness. "From a Window" the critic may demur. She bows to the ob
jection in the very title of her work.

No continuous narrative or

exposition of political philosophy is attempted by her. It is a
simple story of personal impressions whose only value is the intensity
with which they were received, as proving her warm affection and free
dom from all partisanship.
Of the two parts of this poem, the first was written nearly three
years before the action therein described; the second part resumes the
actual situation of 18^1. The discrepancy between the two parts is a
sufficient guarantee to the public of the truthfulness of the writer,
who, though she certainly escaped the epidemic "falling sickness" of
enthusiasm for Pio Nono, takes shame upon herself that she believed
like a woman, some loyal oaths and lost sight of the probably conse
quence of some obvious defects. If the discrepance should be pain
ful to the reader, let him understand that to the writer it was probably
more so. However, such discrepancies we are called upon to accept at

37
at every hour by the conditions of our nature - - the discrepancy be
tween faith and disillusion, between hope and fact.

Observe the

poet's feeling as shown in the following lines:
Oh trusted, broken prophecy,
Oh richest fortune sourly crost,
Born for the future, to the future losti
Nay, not lost to the future in this case.
The future of Italy shall not be disinherited.^
Aurora Leigh shows the action of a social reformer and humani
tarian:
My Rommeyl — Lifting up my hand in his,
As wheeled by seeing spirits toward the east,
He turned instinctively, — where faint and far,
Along the tungling desert of the sky,
Beyond the circle of the conscious hills,
Were laid in jasper-stone as 'lear as glass
The first foundations of that new near Day
Which should be builded out heaven to God.
In silence, as a creature might, who gazed:
S^ood. calm, and fed his blind, majestic eyes
Upon the thought of perfect noon.
And second, sapphire; third, chalcedony:
The rest in order, — last an amethyst.^

^Elizabeth Barrett Browning, The Poetical Works of Elizabeth
Browning, (London: Hurst and Company, lb55), pp. 62U7~ffl
^Ibid., pp. 586-398

CHAPTER 71
MRS. BROWNING AND HER CRITICS

If we are to interpret literary criticism as a distinctive and
disinterested endeavor to learn and propagate the best that is known
and thought in the world, then some attempt must be made towards the
placing of Elizabeth Barrett Browning in her proper perspective. That
she had some profound positive affect of contemporary criticism may be
discerned from the things that the critics said about her; however, we
cannot completely ignore adverse comments although these may have been
in the minority.
Rowton expressed a very favorable

attitude towards the obvious

intellectual ability of the poet as revealed in A Drama of Exile; in
addition, his admiration for the mood and moral tone was grekt, but for
the work itself, he had few compliments.

He writes:

The intellect displayed in this profuction is stu
pendous. The conception is massive; the treatment of
the prominent idea truly consistent and powerful; the
pathos such as only a woman could have written, and the
moral tone of the work most lofty and pure. But, in
spite of all these excellencies, the poem often fatigues
us. It keeps the mind too much on the stretch; requires
an unceasing exercise of our deepest thought; and while
we never fail at last to see the extreme beauty of the
writer's ideas, we grow tired in studying them.l
Scherr presents an opinion of this work that evoked such a commeht
from Rowton; his view is exactly the opposite of Rowton.

We must observe

though that criticisms stem from different approaches to the work.
-1-Frederic Ro™+™ The Female Poets of Great Britain, (Oxford:
Clarendon
sndon Press,
, pp. 500-02
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bases the main portion of his criticism on the development of the
characters? he writes:
Her chief work, A Drama of Exile is a vision
in lyrical dramatic form, a mystery, in Yfhich man's
loss of the ideals of his youth is beautifully
typified by Adam and Eve' s expulsion from paradise •
Eve is a figure of truly ethereal loveliness.2
Smiles found much to admire in Lady Geraldine' s Courtship.

In

speaking of the style used,he writes, "It is impetuous and passionate,
and the action is carried forward with immense vehemence ... probably
the most characteristic specimen of Mrs. Browning's peculiar powers and
genius."^

Payne, in writing of the same work, compares it to the

Duchess May, and sees the two as expressions of womanly ecstasies
expressed from the emotionalized experiences of a woman poet.

He

writes:
If Mrs. Browning's intelligent readers were asked
to name her most characteristic poem, they would probably
fix upon "Lady Geraldine's Courtship." The choice would
lie between that and the "Duchess May." The finest wine
of her genius, the intensest elixir of her poetic sympa
thy, the very womanly ecstasy of self-surrendering humi
lity, as well as her most original imagery, puissant
thought, and splendid language, are present in both poems.
I should not, for my own part, undertake to say which of
the two is the most characteristic; but I should pronounce
it impossible for any one to have a right insight into
these two without possessing a fairly accurate idea of
the distinctive character of her genius . . . "Lady
•

m

rj

1

•

•

•

•

J. A. Scherr, A History of English Literature, (London: Macmillan Company, l8fU7> P« 267.
^Samuel Smiles, Brief Biographies, (Oxford: Small and Maynard,
I860), pp. 1
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Geraldine's Courtship" is steeped in melody,
the
language, the imagery, the sentiment, the thought, all
instinct with music, floating and flowing and rippling
along in an element of liquid harmony and modulated
brilliance.h
Smiles, in his admiration of the thought and language used in
The Ciy of The Children, writes, "This poem will always form a worthy
companion piece to Hood's "Song of the Shirt," losing nothing by the
comparison.

It is full of a thrilling energy of thought, clothed in

simple, nervous language."
Whiting, while not unaware of the poetic beauty to be found in
The Cry of the Children, chose to center her criticism around the
ability of the poet to quicken popular interest in conditions among
the poor. She phrases her comments thus:
The poetry of Mrs. Browning is only that of the
poet's inspiration, but it has the influence of ex
quisite and extended culture. Her genius was that of
the highest order
the spiritualization of intel
lect. She is the first woman who has expressed the pa
thos of struggling and repressed life in poetry, as
Millet has expressed in painting. She felt, as did
Hood, that the lover's song, and even that the intimations
of nature, are less appealing than the grinding toil that
submerges the uncomforted poor. To her was given the task
to arouse England and the modern world, indeed to a sense
of the child suffering in factory life. Her poem, The
Cry °f ^he ChiJd ren, appeared almost simultaneously with
Lord Shaftesbury's great speech in Parliament on child
labour. The poem and eloquence together aroused England,
Peter Payne, Two Great Englishmen, (London!
1881), pp. 60,71.
^Smiles, op. cit., p. k$9
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nor has the echo lessened -with the years.6
In Speaking of the merits of Aurora Leigh, Mrs. Browning's prosenovel, Whiting wrote:
The most successful book of the season has been
Mrs. Browning's Aurora Leigh. I could wish some things
altered, I confessed, but it is by far (a hundred times
over) the finest poem ever written by a woman. We know
little or nothing of Sappho — nothing to induce com
parison — and all other wearers' petticoats must curtsy
to the ground.7

Hunt, in a discussion of many admirable qualities to be found in
Aurora Leigh, wrote:
It is a unique, wonderful and immortal poemj
astonishing for its combination of masculine power
with feminine tenderness; for its novelty, its fa
cility, its incessant abundance of thought, and ex
pression; its being an exponent of its age, and a
prophetic teacher of it. Its easy yet lofty style
triumph over every species of common place.®
Whiting, in a further discussion of the novel, wrote:
I am greatly delighted with Mrs. Browning's Aurora
Leigh. It is full of strong things, and brilliant things,
and beautiful things. And how glad I am to see modern
Lillian Whiting, Elizabeth Barrett Browning The Bookman, III
(London: Macmillan, 1896), p. 38.
7Ibid.
0
Leigh Hunt, "Letters to Robert Browning, «* Cornhill Mazagine,
LXX7I, 739, (January 1, 18^7).
~
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literature tending so much toward the breaking down
of social distinctions.?
Taine, after repeated rereadings wrotej
An extraordinary work, which is also a masterpiece;
I repeat that space fails me in order that I may state,
after having perused it twenty times, how beautiful I
consider it to be. It contains the confessions of a
generous heroic, and impassioned spirit, one surpassing
the elevation of her ideas by the education, by her highmindedness, by her daring, by the perpetual vibration of
her strained sensibility, wound up to such a pitch that
the slightest touch awakens in her a vast orchestra and
a most wonderful symphony of chords. It is all soul and
the inward monologue, the sublime song of a young girl's
and artist's great heart, attracted and irritated by an
enthusiasm and a pride as strong as her own; the susstained contrast of the masculine and feminine utterance,
which, amid the outburst and the variation on the same
theme, continually become separated and opposed in great
er measure, till at last, suddenly combining, they unite
in a prolonged, mournful and exquisite due, of which the
strain is so lofty and so penetrating as to be wholly
unsurpassable.1°
In speaking of the energy and poetical vitality, Oliphant wrote:
The most complete monument perhaps of her genius.
The remarkable thing which is contained in this work is its
energy and strong poetical vitality, the rush and spring
of life which is in a narrative, often lengthy, and of
which the subject and the story are not sufficient for
the fervour and power of utterance • .. There are
really admirable pieces of description and bursts of
feeling in this poem, but it is throughout, a little
rhetorical, and its gre$t quality is, as we have said, the
remarkable sustained energy and vitality of the long
volume of series of verse.
?Whiting, op. cit., p. 38
•^H. a. Taine, Notes on England, (London:
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Macmillan Company, 1872),

^Margaret 0. W. Oliphant, The Victorian Age of English Literature,
(London: Longsman, 1892), pp. 231-33.
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George Eliot, in her analysis of Casa Guidi Windows, was able
to admire the poet's ability to relate the religious mind to the past,
and to then create a work of beauty and art. She wrote:
I have lately read again with great delight, Mrs. Browning's
"Casa Guidi Windows." It contains, amongst other admirable
things, a very noble expression of what I believe to be the
true relation of the religious mind to the past.12
Smith, who hastened to join the increasing rank of critics who
praised the intellectual powers of the poet, also praised the ability
of the poet to inject herself and her emotions into her work. He
wrote:
This poem exhibits Mrs. Browning in her greatest
intellectual strength. The fabric is solid and enduringj
the poem as sustained as anything which she has written,
and more perfect than her remaining longer ones. Clearly
her feeling was in this work as well as her imagination,
and the combined powers have given us something which
cannot fail to live.13
It is through her sonnets that Elizabeth Barrett Browning is best
known. Moreover, it seems that this form allows for the fullest ex
pression of the poets real genius.

Victorian critics were soon to

recognize the intensity of feeling combined with economy of utterance,
and among the critics to lift their voices in praise of Mrs. Brown
ing were: Stedman, Smith, Stoddard and Ritchie.
Stedman wrote:
I am disposed to consider the "Sonnets from the
Portuguese" as, if not the finest, a portion of the
12"George Eliot's Life as Related in Letters and Journals,"
The Journals, II, 33-35 (February 17, 1862).
13George B. Smith, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Poet and Novelist,
(London: Longmans, 1875), pp. 95-97.
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finest subjective poetry in our literature. ... it is
no sacrilege to say that their music showered from a
higher and purer atmosphere than that of the Swan of
Avon . . . The most exquisite poetry hitherto written
by a woman, and of themselves justify us in pronouncing
their author the greatest of her sex on the ground
-that the highest mission of a female poet is the
expression of love, and that no other woman approach
ing her in genius has essayed the ultimate form of
that expression.-^
Smith refers to the sonnets in the following statements
It is we imagine, almost universally accepted
that to write the sonnet excellently is about the most
difficult performance in the domain of poetry. At
any rate, it is the one branch of the art least fre
quently successfully achieved. It is questionable
whether we have more than three or four English poets
who can be credited with the highest execution in
this respect. But to these three or four must be
added the name of Mrs. Browning. After Shakespeare,
we should be inclined to maintain that she is the
equal of any.3-5
Stoddard's comment is likewise commendatory:
The last half of the third century of the English
sonnet need not detain us, for, amid the multitude of
singers who have illustrated, I find but one who seems
to me to rank with the great masters of this species of
composition, Mrs. Browning.-*-"
Ritchie wrotes
These "Sonnets" reach the highest poetic
"Edmund Stedman, Victorian Poets, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1888)
P. 137.
•^George B. Smith, op. cit., p. 95.
^Richard Stoddard, "The Sonnets in English Poetry," Scribners
Monthly, XXII, p. 921.
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tide of her genius — the modest abandon of a
heart overflowing with the tenderness and that
surprise of delight as of the primal creation,
which the true poet finds in each new things that
meets his sight and experience, but still more
strongly in what was almost, in this particular
case, a resurrection from the dead.
There is quality in them which is beyond
wordsj an echo afar which belongs to the highest
human expression of feeling.17
Even in the letters of Elizabeth Barrett Browning is there revealed
that touch of poetic genius and sensitivity which so astounded the
critics of poetry.

Ritchie, in commenting on the style of her letters

wrote:
Her letters make Cowper's poor. In a hurried note,
whose hurry is evident in the handwriting, she drops —
incidental but brilliant words just as if the jewels in
her rings, jarred by her rapid fingers, had been suddenly
unset and fallen out on the paper. No other handwriting
is like hersj it is strong, legible, singularly un-English
and more like a man's than a TO man's.-'-®
Mayer, in his evaluation of the worth of Mrs. Browning's epistles,
stated:
The spiritual strength of Miss Barrett's letters
combined with modest self estimate, and temporary forgetfulness of her dangerous state of health, which they
evince, renders them unique. The struggle, not only for
emancipation from solitude but life itself, during
which they were written, gives them psychological as
well as literary value in the key they supply to her
mind as expressed in her power. 19
Ty

"" ' ' ' '
'
'
"
Annie Ritchie, Dictionary of National Biographies, (London:
Macmillan, 1886), VII, p. 79-8)
1®Loc. cit.

l^Townsend S. Mayer, Letters of Elisabeth Barrett Browning
Addressed to Richard Hengist Home, Prefatory Note, II, p. vi.
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Tilt on, in speaking of the beauty of the letters, said:
Her letters ought to be published. In power,
versatility, liveliness, and finenessj in perfect
originality of glance, and vigour of grasp at every
topic of the hourj in their enthusiastic preferences,
and inconsistencies, I have never met with any, written
by men or by women, more brilliant, spontaneous and
characteristic.20
Such varied criticism as has been presented with reference to
all of the works, serves to point up the fact that the works of Mrs.
Browning achieved fame mainly as a result of the intellectual genius
of the poet.

The fact that her works are yet widely read stands as a

testament to the beauty and permanence of her utterance.

1862)

^Theodore Tilton, Last Poems of Mrs. Browning, (London:

Pitman.
'

CHAPTER VII

EVALUATION OF THE POET'S TECHNIQUE

In order to come to share a poet's thoughts and feelings, one
must understand not only the purpose of the poet but also the methods
used to accomplish that purpose. There seems to be a more than close
relation between the purpose of a poem and its mood and style.

When

a poet finds the mood and style that is best suited to his purpose,
then a state of free expression is reached.

Such is the case of Mrs.

Browning as is easily seen through use of the sonnet form for the ex
pression of her love for her husband.
Poetry is intended to express moods and emotionsj however, absolute
freedom in poetiy is an impossibility.

If the artist fails to express

his true emotion in a particular given limit, then he must seek for
himself a medium that will allow for complete expression; otherwise,
he becomes a failure.
In the selection of her vehicle of expression, Mrs. Browning showed
traces of sheer genius.

Her use of language was simple and effective.

The English language is rich in sound possibilities, and with these
possibilities she developed poetical works that by mere selection of
words, do more for the reader's imagination

than could a symphony do

for the person who is interested in music and the song it expresses.
Mrs. Browning does not waste her emotional impulses, for she realizes
the necessity for condensing and economizing her ideas, and in this
main, she uses figurative language to its fullest extent.
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Since no study of this nature would be complete without some at
tempt at describing the poet's technique, let us look at some of the
works of Elizabeth Barrett Browning, in order that we might compare
her use of poetic technique.
The majority of the elements of The Cry of the Children revolve
around Mrs. Browning's skillful use of description. For the poet,
mere enumeration was enough, she proceeded to paint vivid pictures that
have not been exceeded by brush and pallette.
"For all day the wheels are droning, turning;
Their wind comes in our faces,
Till our hearts turn, our heads with pulses burn
ing
.And the walls turn in their places;
Turns the sky in the high window, blank and
reeling,
Turns the black flies that crawl along the ceil
ing —
All are turning all the day, and we with all.
And all day the iron wheels are droning,
And sometimes we could pray,
•0 ye wheels' (breaking out in a mad moaning),
'StopI be silent for today I'
While, throughout the entire work, The Cry of the Children, depends,
in the main,on description,

total meaning has not been sacrificed.

The poet had something to say, and that something was that conditions
for the child were unusually heard.
reader understand that.

From her choice of language, the

For the sense of feeling, the poet felt that

some pity which might improve these conditions could be aroused.

In

the overall tone of the poem, no unconscious attitudes were allowed to
creep in; the author held to the "crusade for the children."

For the

furor which the poem created, the poet fulfilled her intention which
was to call attention to conditions of the working children.

h9

In all works of protest the poet must present such arguments as
will bid him to do or to believe as is right; hence, the poet must
attempt to choose words that are emotive, and to some extent, must
depend upon the use of emotive metaphors, lest he defeat his own
purpose.

Let us examine an example of argumentation as evidenced in

The Cry of the Child rent
Do you question the young children in the sor
row
Why their tears are falling so?
The old man may weep for his tomorrow
"Which is lost in Long Ago;
The old tree is leafless in the forest,
The old year is ending in the frost,
The old wound, if stricken, is the sorest,
The old hope is hardest to be lost;
But the young, young children, 0 my brothers,
Do youaask them why they stand
Weeping sore before the bosoms of their mothers,
In our happy Fatherland?
Mrs. Browning did not hesitate to depend use of figurative langu
age
age for the development of her ideas. Because of the condensation
and economy so often necessary in poetry, she gave fullest meaning
to utterances through figurative language.

The writer has selected

isolated passages for example, and since other figures of speech arise
from modifications of the metaphor and simile, only the metaphor and
simile will be discussed.
The metaphor My dream is an island place
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Which distant seas keep lonely;
A little island, on whose face
The stars are watchers only.
The simile The ground beneath her deeply stains
As passing through cathedral panes.
The heart, more like that mountain
piece of Dante1s paradise.
For the arrangement of ideas in order to arrest the attention of
the reader relied in some instances on antithesis which may be observ
ed in the following passages:
We are borne into life
It is sweet, it is strange I
They say Ideal Beauty cannot enter
The house of anguish
On the threshold stand
An alien Image with enshackled hands.
He's sweetest friend or hardest foe
Best angel, or worse devil.
In humorous anti-climax the writer emphasized by putting an unex
pected

and a lower idea last as in the following example:
The Best Thing In The World
What's the best thing in the world:
June-rose by May-dew impeaned;
Sweet south-wind that means no rain;
Truth, not cruel to a friend;
Pleasure not in haste to end,
Beauty not itself decked and curled
Till its pride is over-plain;
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Light that never makes you wink;
Memory that gives no pain;
Love, when, so, you're loved again.
What' s the best thing in the World?
— Something out of it, I think.
Through the poet's works of political and social protest may
be observed traces of irony, but the following passage from The Cry
of the Children is more exemplary than any others
"England's righteous, they rejoin,
Who shall grudge her exaltations,
When her wealth of golden coin
Works on the welfare of the nations?
Not only do the figures of speech and the arrangement of ideas
lend brillianbe and illumination to Mrs. Browning's works, but her
excellent devotion to rhyme and meter as a means of the expression
of mood andsense serve to heighten her poetic genius.

CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Elizabeth Barrett Browning (1806-1861) was a few years older
than her husband, and she became prominent in poetry production, and
in poetic circles, early in life while he had to wait for recog
nition.

Thus, she represents an eara thirty or even forty years be

fore that which marks the height of his influence.
great heart-throb.

Her life was one

While the condition of her health and the nature

of her early training were such as to cultivate a bookish and ro
mantic temper, she followed with eagerness the reform of her day.
The Cry of the Children indicated what was to be one of her
chief lines of interest.

She threw herself, heart and soul, into

the cause of Italian independence and unity, and more than once she
showed her interest in the abolition of slavery in the United States.
Her political judgment was not always sound, and her husband could
not possibly follow her in all of her enthusiasms. To him, Napoleon
whom she admired, was a charlatan, and he was irritated by a popular
spiritualist who imposed on her credulity.
Such works as Casa Guidi Windows (1851) and Poems Before Congress
(i860) indicated Mrs. Browning's interest in political themes; and
Aurora Leight (1857), a novel in verse, sets forth her opinions on
various matters, social, moral and artistic.

This last production shee

regarded as her masterpiece, and it was hailed with applause, the first
edition being exhausted in a fortnight.
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It is not by it, however, that
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she is best remembered, but by the sincere and intense Sonnets from
the Portuguese which were inspired by her great love for her husband.
In earlier years, Mrs. Browning was fond of Greek studies, and she did
some translatingj however, no poet of modern times has less of the Greek
spirit.
Sometimes her romanticism and fervor led her to strange extremes,
and much that she wrote shows haste or lack of care. She had the
genuine fire of a poet, however, and when she observed the limits of
a rigid form, as in the Sonnets, without losing any of her power,
she became an artist."
The writer takes the position that the poet presented us with
literature that seeks to keep in mind the matter of appreciation} it
also makes a special effort to consider the whole subject as part of
the national life and to study men in relation to their time as well
as for their interest in themselves.
In such a study, and such an aim, the religious motive could be
ignored, for no book has had greater influence on English literature
than has had the Bible, and Elizabeth Barrett Browning used the Bible
in many of her themes.
Mrs. Browning's works are truly specimens of good literature}
they are expression of life in words of truth and beauty} they are
written records of man's spirits,of his thought, emotions, aspira
tion} they portray history as well as the history of the soul*
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The three characteristics of literature were exemplified by the
author's artistic, suggestive and permanent qualities.

The two tests

of good literature can be applied readily to Mrs. Browning's works}
her selections met universal interest, and her personal style of
writing met approval.

As such a credit to her esteem, and such a

monument to her literary genius, Mrs. Browning's writings accompany
those of her renown husband, Robert Browning, in the Browning Col
lection at Baylor University, Waco, Texas,,
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